Fashion Parade

Rules & Regulations:
1. Only one entry is allowed per college
2. A maximum of 14 participants will be allowed on stage at any point of time. All participants
may not be on the stage at one time.
3. No branding on clothes will be allowed. Sponsors of colleges will be given compere mentions
only.
4. Decision of the judges is final and binding in case of any conflict.
5. Please do remember to bring your college ID cards for verification and your music and light
sequence on a pen drive.
6. Organizers hold the right to change/modify rules on the day of the event. Participants shall
be informed in advance of any rule changes.
7. A T- shaped extension will be provided to the auditorium stage. Both the stage and the
extension may be used as the walking ramp.
8. Exact dimensions and other stage modalities would be communicated to finalists separately.
9. Vulgarity of any kind would lead to disqualification of the team from the event. Hence, if the
team feels that any stunt or costume design can be deemed as vulgar, it is strongly advised
to consult the organizers before performing it on stage.
10. Use of water, fire, pets or any hazardous materials is not allowed. Teams are instructed to
consult with the organizers before using any such material
11. On-stage practice slots will be provided for the short listed teams. Teams are expected to
use the time for stage familiarization, finalizing light cues, etc.
12. Teams must bring their sound track on 2 CDs as well as a pen drive
13. Total backstage helpers should not exceed 6

Prelims:
1. Teams will have to record a 5-minute video of their performance, upload it on youtube.com
and send us the link for evaluation. The last date for registering and submission of entries is
05th November 2017
2. Link to be emailed to fashp@iiml-manfestvarchasva.com
3. The video can be either
• A video of a previous performance
• A training video
• For the training video, at least 80% of the people present in the video should be
present on the final performance, if the entry gets selected. Both videos have equal
weightage and hence, either can be submitted.
Campus Rounds:
Round 1
1. A common theme will be there for all teams which shall be communicated in due course of
time
2. 8 minutes (7 minutes + 1 grace minutes) will be allocated for it (curtain to curtain).
Round 2
1. It will also be a theme-based round but each team being allotted a different theme. The
themes will be communicated after the selections to the finals
2. The time limit will be 8 minutes (curtain to curtain)
3. Each team would be asked to nominate a model each for the best male model and best
female model category
4. No extra time will be given for introductions and negative points will be awarded for
exceeding the time limit
Contact Details:
Pulkit- +91 9158005250
Parv - +91 8758688222
Chirag - +91 8860922150
Saloni - +91 9711575532
Terms & Conditions as follows: http://iiml-manfestvarchasva.com/index.php/extras/guidelines

